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VECTOR-VALUED STOCHASTIC PROCESSES. V.
OPTIONAL AND PREDICTABLE VARIATION OF

STOCHASTIC MEASURES AND STOCHASTIC PROCESSES

NICOLAE DINCULEANU

(Communicated by William D. Sudderth)

ABSTRACT. Let ^bea stochastic measure, with values in a Banach space E,

with finite variation |/x|. If fi is optional (resp. predictable), then \ß\ is also

optional (resp. predictable) provided E is separable, or the dual of a separable

space, or has the Radon-Nikodym property.

Let A be a right continuous stochastic process with values in E, with finite

variation \A\. If A is measurable (resp. optional, predictable), then |A|, the

continuous part \A\C and the discrete part \A\d have the same property.

1. Introduction, let (fi, 7, P) be a probability measure space and (?t)t>o a

filtration satisfying the usual conditions. Denote M = B(R+) x 7 and let 0 and P

be, respectively, the optional and the predictable tr-field. Let £ be a Banach space.

Let p: M —► E be a stochastic measure with finite variation \p\. If p is optional

or predictable, is it true that its variation \p\ inherits this property? The answer

is positive, provided that E is separable, or E is the dual of a separable Banach

space, or E has the Radon-Nikodym Property (RNP). In Theorem 2 we consider,

in fact, the more general situation of measures with values in L(E,F), where F is

another Banach space.

A similar question can be asked for a stochastic function A: R+ xfl-+£ with

finite variation |A|. The variation |A| is measurable, or optional or predictable in

case A has this property, or if there is a separable subspace Z C E' norming for E,

such that (A, z) has this property for every z G Z. In Theorem 3 we consider the

more general situation of stochastic functions with values in L(E, F).

Finally, in Theorem 4 we prove that a process A: R+ x fi —► E is measurable,

or optional, or predictable, if and only if its continuous part Ac and its purely

discontinuous part Ad have the same property.

2. Stochastic measures with finite variation. Let p: M —> E be a stochas-

tic measure with finite variation \p\. We denote by p0 and pv the restriction of p

to 0 and P, respectively. Then \p\0 is the restriction of \p\ to 0 and we distinguish

it from the variation \p0\ of p0 on 0. Similar considerations for \p\p and \pp\.

We denote by p° and pv, respectively, the optional and the predictable projection

of p. Then \p\° is the optional projection of \p\ and we distinguish it from the

optional extension \p0\e of \p0\-    Similar considerations for \p\p and \pp\e-    We
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denote by °(p and p(j>, respectively, the optional and the predictable projection of a

bounded measurable real process <f>.

LEMMA 1.   We have

\Po\ < \p\o    and    \pp\ < \p\p.

If p is optional (resp. predictable) then

\Po\ = \p\o    and    \p\ < \p0\e = \p\°

(resp. \pp\ = \p\p and \p\ < \pp\e = \p\p).

PROOF. We consider the optional case only. Let B G 0 and let (5¿) be a finite

family of disjoint sets from 0 contained in B. Then

E IM-BOII < E W(ß«) = E HoOB*) < ImIo(ö);

hence \p0\(B) < \p\0(B).

Assume now p optional and let A G M; let (Ai) be a finite family of disjoint sets

from M contained in A. Then

E MAi)\\ = E IIM°U,)|| = E IM°U)H

< E INICUO = E \»o\e(Ai) < \p0\e(A);

hence \p\(A) < \p0\e(A). In particular, for B G 0 we have \p\0(B) < \p0\(B); hence

\p\o = \Po\; consequently \p\ < \p0\e = \p\°.

REMARK. If p and \p\ are both optional (resp. predictable) then \p\ = \p0\e

(resp. \p\ = \pp\e).

THEOREM 2. Let p: M —► L(E,F) be an optional (resp. predictable) stochastic

measure with finite variation \p\. Then \p\ is optional (resp. predictable) in each of

the following cases:

(1) E is separable and there is a separable subspace Z c F' norming for F (in

particular this is the case if E and F are separable);

(2) E is separable and F has the RNP;

(3) p takes on values in a subspace G C L(E,F) having the RNP.

PROOF. We consider the optional case only. Let Z C F' be a subspace norming

for F. Apply the Radon-Nikodym theorem [2, Theorem 4, p. 263] to the measures

p0 and \p0\: there is a stochastic function H: R+ x fi —► L(E, Z') such that:

W II-" II = *■
(ii) (Hx, z) is //0-measurable for every x G E and z G Z and we have (p0(4>)x, z)

= f(Hx,z)<fid\p0\ for every bounded optional real process (p.

Then for every bounded measurable real process </> we have

(iii) (p((j))x,z) = f{Hx,z)(p d\p0\e.

In fact, for each x G E and z G Z choose Mx,z- ^+ x fi —► iî optional such that

Hx,z = (Hx,z),        |A*o|-a.e.
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Then

(p(cp)x,z) = (p(°<j>)x,z) = j(Hx,z)°cpd\p0\

= I Hx,z°qj d\p0\ = j°(Hx,z<f>) d\p0\

= / (Hx,z4>) d\p0\e =  / (Hx,z)4> d\p0\e.

If E and Z are separable, we deduce from [2, Theorem 6, p. 274] that \p\ =

\\H\\ \po\e — \Po\e hence \p\ is optional, and this proves case (1).

Assume now that E is separable and F has the RNP and prove that there is a

separable subspace Fo C F such that p takes on values in L(E,Fq)\ we can then

apply case (1) to deduce that \p\ = \p0\e- For this purpose let x G E and define

v: M -* F by u(M) = p(M)x for M G M. Then M < \p\ \\x\\. Since F has the

RNP there is a function Hx G L)r(\p\) such that

u(M) = [  Hx d\p\    for MGM.
J M'M

We can choose Hx separably valued and then u takes on values in the separable

subspace Fx C F generated by the range of Hx. If Eo is a countable dense subset

of E, the space Fo generated by the family {Fx;x G Eo} is separable and for every

x G E and M € At we have p(M)x G Fo, that is, p takes on values in L(E,Fq).

Case (3) reduces to case (2) by considering G = L(R,G).

REMARKS. Io. If p: M —> E is an optional (resp. predictable) stochastic measure

with finite variation, then its variation \p\ is optional (resp. predictable) in each of

the following cases:

(a) E is the dual of a spearable Banach space;

(b) E is separable;

(c) E has the RNP.

In fact, we apply the preceding theorem for E = L(R, E).

2°.   A real stochastic measure p is optional (resp. predictable) iff p+ and p~

have this property.

3.   Stochastic functions with finite variation. Let A: R+ x fi —► E be a

stochastic function with finite variation |A|[aM on each compact interval [a, b]. For

each t > 0 we set

\A\t = \\Ao\\ + \A\[0it].

The stochastic function |A| = (|A|t)j>o is called the variation of A. For s < t we

have

\\At-As\\<\A\t-\A\a = \A\[sA

which proves that A has left and right limits at any point. From Proposition 5

below we deduce that A is right or left continuous if and only if | ̂ 4| has the same

property.

Assume that A is right continuous. We can decompose

A = Ac + Ad,
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where Ac is continuous and Ad is purely discontinuous, and we have

A? = EA^'
s<t

where AAS = As — As- is the jump of A at s. We then have (see Proposition 7

below)

|A|C = |AC|    and    \A\d = \Ad\.

If u G L(E, F) then we have also

(uA)c = uAc    and    (uA)d = uAd.

In particular, if A: R+ x fi —» L(E, F), then for every x G E and z G F' we have

(Ax)c = Acx    and    (Ax)d = Adx,

{Ax, z)c = (Acx, z)    and    (Ax, z)d = (Adx, z).

THEOREM 3. Let A: R+ x fi —► E be a right continuous stochastic function with

finite variation \A\. Then A is measurable (resp. optional, predictable) iff Ac and

Ad have this property.

PROOF. Assume A is measurable (resp. optional, predictable) and prove that

Ad has the same property. Then, by difference, Ac will have the same property.

The set U = {(t,uj); At(uj) ^ At-(uj)} is measurable (resp. optional, predictable).

Theorem IV, 88B in [1] remains valid for vector-valued processes: U is a countable

union of disjoint graphs [Sn] of positive random variables (resp. optional stopping

times, predictable stopping times). For each n, AAsnI{sn«x>} 1S ^-measurable

(resp. ?sn-measurable, 7sn--measurable) according to [1, IV, 64b and 67b], (which

remain valid for vector-valued processes), and

Af=    E    AAs„/{s„<t}.
l<n<oo

Assume first that A is optional. Then AAsnI[sn,oo[IS adapted and right continuous,

therefore Ad is optional.

If A is measurable, it is optional with respect to the constant filtration Jt = 7;

by the above, Ad is measurable.

Assume now that A is predictable. To prove that Ad is predictable we apply, to

each process Y = AAsnI[sn,oc[, Theorem IV, 88C in [1] (which remains valid for

vector-valued processes). If T is a totally inaccessible stopping time then

YT - VT_ = AASri/{Sn=T<00}.

By [1, IV, 81b], we have P{Sn = T < oo} = 0, since Sn are predictable; therefore

YT — Yt- a.s. and condition 1) of Theorem IV, 88C in [1] is satisfied. If T is any

stopping time (not necessarily predictable), then

YtI{T«x>} = AASnI{Sn<oo}I{S„<T}-

We mentioned above that AAsnI{sn<oo} 1S 7s„-measurable. Then by [1, IV, 73b],

YtI{t<oo} is 7r-measurable and condition 2) of Theorem IV, 88C in [1] is also

satisfied. Therefore, Y is predictable; consequently Ad is also predictable.
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THEOREM 4. Let A:R+ x fi —► L(E,F) be a right continuous stochastic func-

tion with finite variation \A\. In each of the following cases, \A\, \A\d and \A\C are

measurable (resp. optional, predictable) :

(1) A is measurable (resp. optional, predictable);

(2) E is separable and for every x G E, Ax is measurable (resp. optional,

predictable);

(3) E is separable and there exists a separable subspace Z c F' norming for

F, such that for every x G E and z G Z, (Ax,x) is measurable (resp. optional,

predictable).

PROOF. For every natural n and every t > 0 set

l-^l" = Moll +      E      ll-^(fc + l)2-"At _ -|4fc2-»Ail|-
l<fc<oo

By right continuity of A we have

|A| = sup|A|".
n

In each of the cases (l)-(3), the stochastic function (||AaAt—AjAt||)t>o is measurable

(resp. optional, predictable) for any a > 0 and b > 0. It follows that each |A|" is

measurable (resp. optional, predictable), hence |A| has the same property. The

assertion about \A\C and \A\d is obtained by applying the preceding theorem to |A|.

REMARK. As a particular case, considering E = L(R,E), we deduce that if

A: R+ x fi —> E is a right continuous function with finite variation |A|, then |A|, |A|C

and |A|d are measurable (resp. optional, predictable) in each of the following cases:

(1) A is measurable (resp. optional, predictable);

(2) A is weakly measurable (resp. weakly optional, weakly predictable) and there

is a separable subspace Z C E' norming for E;

(3) E is the dual of a separable Banach space G and A is weak*-measurable

(resp. weak*-optional, weak*-predictable).

A theorem similar to the preceding one can be obtained (for the measurable

and optional cases only) without separability assumptions on the Banach spaces

involved, but imposing a "lifting condition" on A.

THEOREM 5. Let A:R+ x fi —* L(E,F) be a right continuous stochastic func-

tion with finite variation \A\. Assume there is a subspace Z C F' norming for F

such that (Ax, z) is measurable (resp. optional) for every x G E and z G Z. Assume

further that there exists a lifting p of P such that p[At] — At (resp. p(At) = At) for

í > 0 (see [2, p. 212]).  Then \A\, \A\d and \A\C are measurable (resp. optional).

PROOF. If p[At] = At for every t > 0, then p[AaAt - AbAt] = AaAt - AbAt hence

||AaAt — AbAt|| is J-measurable for every a > 0 and 6 > 0 (see [3, Proposition 5, p.

213]). By right continuity, the process (||AaAt — A&At||)t>o is measurable and we

deduce that |A|, |A|C and |A|d are measurable as in the proof of Theorem 4.

Assume now that (Ax, z) is optional for x G E, z G Z, and that p(At) = At

for t > 0; that is, p((Atx,z)) = (Atx,z) for x G E and z G Z. The restriction pt

of p to L°°(7t,P) is a lifting of L°°(7t,P) and we have pt(As) = As for s < t; in

particular, pt(AaAt - AbAt) = AaM - AbM, hence ||AaAt - A6At|| is Jt-measurable,

consequently the process (||AaAt —AbAt\\)t>o is optional; then |A|, |A|C and |A|d are

optional, as in the proof of Theorem 4.
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4. Appendix. In this section we prove some properties of functions with finite

variation, which were used in this paper and in other papers.

PROPOSITION 6.   Let f:R+ —> E be a function with finite variation \f\.  Then

f is right or left continuous iff \f\ has the same property.

PROOF.  As we noted before, if |/| is right (or left) continuous, then the right

(or left) continuity of / follows from the inequality:

\f(t)-f(s)\<\f\(t)-\f\(s)    ÎOVSKt.

Conversely assume that / is right continuous at a point a G R+ but M = |/|(a+) —

l/l(a) > 0 and prove that we reach a contradiction. Let b > a and e > 0. We

can find by induction a strictly decreasing sequence (xn) in R+ with xi — b and

xn —> a, and for each n, a partition (dn) of [zn+i, xn] such that

Vdn:=  E \\m+i)-f(ti)\\>M-s2-n.
t,edn

In fact, let Ai be a partition of [a, b] such that

Va, >|/|M]-e/4>M-e/4.

Since / is right continuous at a, there is X2 > a such that if x G \a,x2], then

||/(a:) - f(a)\\ < e/4. We can choose x2 < inf{i 6 Ai, t > a} and add x2 to At.

Denote d\ = Ai — {a}. Then di is a partition of [x2, xi] and

Vdl = VAl - ||/(z2) - f(a)|| > M - e/4 - e/4 = M - e2~x.

The second step of the induction process is proved similarly. For every n we then

have

|/|[«,6]>   E   l/l[x.+ 1,,.l >   E   Vdt>nM-e,
l<i<n l<i'<n

hence |/|[a,6] = 00, which contradicts the hypothesis.

PROPOSITION   7.   Let f:R+ —» E be a right continuous function with finite

variation |/|.  Then:

(a) l/l = |/c| + |/d|;
(b) l/l* - |/c| and \f\d = \fd\;

(c)A\f\ = \\Af\\.

PROOF. Let p¡ be the Stieltjes measure on R+ corresponding to /:

M{0}) = ||/(0)||,    Pf((a,b}) = f(b)-f(a).

Then [2, p. 362] \p/\ — p^f^. The measure p¡i is discrete (atomic) and the measure

Pfc is diffuse (nonatomic) and they are supported by disjoint sets; therefore

¡Pf]  =   ¡Pfc   +Pfä\  =   \pfc\ +  \pfä\.

On the other hand

l/Vl = ^1/1 =#l/|c +/il/ld-
From the uniqueness of the decomposition we deduce

V\f\c =/xl/cl    and    V\f\d =/il/"|!

therefore, |/|c = |/c| and |/|d = |/d|, and |/| = |/c| + |/d|. In particular, for any

a G R+ we have

A|/|(a) = plfl({a}) = \pf\({a}) = \\pf({a})\\ = ||A/(a)||.
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